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REFLECTIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY RESEARCH IN THE 70's

J. Kevin Sullivan

Recently, I had an opportunity to review the intellectual origins of
research programs at the Center with which I am associated and the pro
gress made in environmental research on the Chesapeake Bay over the
past decade. The approach to research in these earlier periods seems
to be quite different than it is today and involves conflicts over
the relative utility of adopting a wholistic rather than a problem-
specific perspective on research.

Until quite recently, many of the notions that have influenced research
goals were based on ideas formulated in the 1960's. In our own case,
the ecoiogists and planners who were responsible for the development of
the scientific framework of our programs in the 1960's were concerned
with such matters as the spread of "megalopolis" and the impact of ur
banization on natural systems, the application of human ecology to the
study of man/environment interactions, the development of effective
long-term monitoring programs to elucidate environmental change over
time, and the role of public participation in land use and environ
mental planning and management. To judge from the current literature,
none of these issues are of major importance today in the sense that
they provide a framework for undertaking research programs.

On the Chesapeake, the first concerted attempt to develop a problem-
focused. Bay-wide research framework was organized in 1970 by the
newly formed Research Applied to National Needs (RANN) Program at NSF.
This effort resulted in the formation of a Chesapeake Research Con
sortium in 1971 composed of the University of Maryland, Johns Hopkins
University, the Virginia Institute of Marine Science and the Smithson
ian Institution. With RANN support, the Consortium sought to develop
and implement several large-scale research programs between 1971 and
1974 including investigations of the extent of wetlands alterations
around the Bay and the specification of criteria for the siting of
waste water outfalls. With the decline in RANN funds around 1974 and
Smithsonian institution, Chesapeake Bay Center for Environmental
Studies, P.O. Box 28, Edgewater, HO 21037.
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1975, this effort was not sustained. However, shortly afterwards in
1976, Senator Charles Mathias of Maryland guided legislation through
the Congress which provided for a five-year, $25 million Chesapeake
Bay research program under the direction of EPA. After a difficult
initial period of organization, the program focused research in three
areas, nutrient enrichment, the decline of submerged aquatic vegeta
tion, and the significance of toxic substances in the Bay. The pro
gram also Included a major public participation component. The
Chesapeake Bay Program is now partially completed and will be termi
nated in late 1982.

While these two programs were being developed, a number of other
major federally-funded efforts were active on the Chesapeake in the
1970's. The Corps of Engineers constructed and operated a hydraulic
model of the Bay and directed a study to determine future conditions
in the estuary resulting from man's activities. This $36 million
project is nearly completed. The U.S. Geological Survey is now fin
ishing a three-year, $3 million study of the Potomac River estuary. For
a short period in the early and mid-70's NASA had an active research
program on the Bay. The Sea Grant and Coastal Zone Management Pro
grams were also initiate!) during this period. By the end of 1982,
only the latter two programs are likely to be in existence.

In reflecting on some of these earlier initiatives, I was struck by
the ambitlousness and comprehensiveness of our thinking at that time.
For the most part, environmental research was framed in the context
of seeking to understand the functioning of large and complex sys
tems and of' addressing major societal phenomena that affect these
systems. In contrast, we are now scaling down our research goals,
carefully scrutinizing the efficiency of the research process, and,
in some cases, making do with fewer data. Certainly this is partly
a function of today's fiscal climate, but even had funding continued
at former levels, fundamental questions were being raised about the
large-scale research programs of the 1970's. 'One is their lack of
continuity. On the Bay, none of the major research programs were
sustained for more than a few years which made it exceedingly diffi
cult for Individual investigators to plan an appropriate long-term
research strategy. Secondly, it is now apparent that the problems
associated with organization and management of these programs was
vastly underestimated such that the resulting research products
could probably have been achieved more efficiently with a smaller
scale effort. Another difficulty is the erosion ofpublic support
for Bay research programs. For years, a commonly heard statement was
that the "Bay Is being studied to death." In part, this resulted
from the public's perception that these large programs would lead to
definitive answers to many of the Bay's problems when, in fact,
these problems were exceedingly difficult to understand and resolve
in the short run.

These issues are emerging more sharply now in debate over the rela
tive utility of adopting a comprehensive or wholistic view as opposed
to a problem-specific perspective. While current funding limitations
may settle the argument in favor of the latter, it seems obvious that
a sustained comprehensive perspective, even with its inherent diffi
culties, is necessary if we are ever able to develop an understanding
of a complex system like the Chesapeake.
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Some of these same themes apply to coastal and marine management
programs. As Jens Sorenson pointed out at this Coastal Society
meeting, it is difficult these days to maintain a comprehensive ap
proach to management in the face of scaled-down budgets. Quite apart
from budgets, though, it is probable that many environmental manage
ment programs had reached a stage in their evolution when scaling down
would have occurred anyway in the normal course of events. Bob Knecht
applied this reasoning to Coastal Zone Management when he noted that
the program has gone from a pioneering stage at the state and local
level, through a period of federal support and standard setting, to
the current stage of testing, adjustment and retrenchment. There is
a tendency, of course, to fundamentally alter one's approach to coas
tal research and management issues if retrenchment and fine tuning
are the order of the day.

It seems to me that one of the functions of the Coastal Society ought
to be to keep sight of the larger issues and to provide a continuing
forum for articulating comprehensive views of coastal research and
management. The resource we are all interested in as professionals
is no less complicated than it was ten years ago, although if our past
efforts have been at all effective, we can assume that is is better
understood now and being managed more effectively. I hope that the
development and communication of these issues will be the theme of
next year's Coastal Society Annual Meeting in Baltimore.
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A TEN YEAR AGENDA FOR THE STATES

Thomas G. Savage

Introduction

Ladles and Gentlemen. It 1s a great pleasure for me to be here with
you today as we wrap up a very successful conference. We have heard
many interesting technical papers on the difficult issues facing us,
and I have come away with a good feeling about the excellent results
that various coastal programs are producing. Now it is time to turn
our attention to the continuation of this momentum through the 1980's
as the problems get more difficult and the political climate is changing.
We appear to be at the beginning of a new era of evolutionary change
as government processes respond to various societal pressures. Many
of these changes will be welcome, but others will be difficult to cope
with.

I have been asked to address some of the Issues that we will be facing
during the coming decade from a state's perspective. Because of the
different issues and needs in each state, it is difficult to adequately
represent the agenda for all the coastal states during the next decade.
But discussions with some of the other program managers revealed several
issues that we share 1n conmon, and I would like to touch briefly on
these issues today to perhaps stimulate our collective thought processes.

Several of the western and northern states have had approved management
programs for several years, and their programs are mature and stable.
In Alabama, approved just two years ago, and in the other Gulf states
approved since, we are just reaching the point where we can show
tangible results.

As we enter the new decade, I feel that the success of coastal programs
in Alabama and the other states may well depend upon how well we
perform in several key areas. First, can we develop a sound financial
base for coastal management? Second, can we provide a suitable way to

Alabama Coastal Area Board, P.O. Box 755, Daphne, AL 36526
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resolve the conflicts between the economic and environmental interests?
Third, can we develop technical programs to adequately address the
complex and difficult Issues that we face?

Financial Base

The Administration's approach to environmental programs seems clear:
Cut back the regulatory framework, reduce federal support for state
programs, and increase the responsibility delegated to the state.
In other words, just as the coastal programs are showing positive
results and being asked to take on more of the load, financial support
on the federal level 1s disappearing.

Although the Administration expresses confidence that the cost of
coastal programs will be picked up by the states, there is serious
doubt on the part of some coastal program managers that this will
occur. With the tremendous competition for strained state resources
further aggravated by sweeping reductions in federal aid for the full
range of social programs, it will be easy for a small program like
coastal management to get lost in the process. Perhaps the most
pressing issue for coastal management then Is to ensure an adequate
financial base. There is an effort underway in the Congress, that
we support strongly, to share a small portion of the Federal OCS
revenues with the coastal states. Under the current proposal, the
bill would provide 5%, up to $300 million, of federal OCS royalty
revenues to the states to support the various coastal management and
research programs.

We need to work closely with our representatives in Congress to seek
the passage of this bill, and at the same time, we in the states need
to document the positive results that are being achieved by the
management programs.

Conflict Resolution

We expect the pressure for development of the coast to continue
unabated in the next decade. If anything, this pressure will
increase dramatically in our area as the population shift to the
sunbelt continues. One of the roles, and perhaps the key role, that
the coastal management program can play in this process, Is to act as
a forum for conflict resolution.

Each of us has seen the clash of development and resource protection
interests many times through the years. A project is announced that
carries with it some serious environmental consequences. The environ
mentalists mount a campaign against the project. The developers feel
threatened and launch a counter campaign. And the tensions escalate
as each side prepares to carry on the fight. Law suits are filed and
eventually, after years of struggle, a winner 1s declared. But in
reality, we all lose in the long run if we cannot learn to resolve our
differences reasonably.

In Alabama, for Instance, we have seen large Industrial firms look at
our area. They see a firm operating on a five year old temporary
permit because of a war between environmental and development interests.
And they go off someplace else to build their plant. The stakes in this
game are high both to Industry and to the community.
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It 1s Important, in my opinion, to develop a successful means of
finding solutions to these questions at a reduced level of tension. I
think that the balanced approach developed by many of the coastal states
is an Important step in this direction. By placing the issues on the
table, and seeking to discuss and resolve them reasonably, we can arrive
at creative solutions that permit needed economic development while at
the same time protecting our Important natural resources.

If we are successful in this effort at the state level, the management
programs will have proven their usefulness.

Technical Programs

In coastal management, we face many complex technical issues. In Mobile
Bay, for Instance, as the Corps and state improve the capacity of the
Port of Mobile, close to 150 million cubic yards of new work and main
tenance spoil material will require disposal in a way which does not
degrade the natural resources of the bay system and which does not
break the Treasury. This Is no easy task, and there are equally dif
ficult Issues being addressed throughout the nation by the coastal
agencies.

Many of the speakers have described the decision making process to be
largely political, and I would agree with this assessment. I would,
however, add that the technical analysis of a project Is an Important
part of this process. For this reason, it is essential for the tech
nical work produced by our agencies be directly linked to the manage
ment decision. That 1s, we need to know the impacts of the project on
coastal resources. Admittedly, this determination is difficult when
we look at the deposition of 150 million cubic yards of dredge spoil
material or the dumping of drilling muds in the Gulf of Mexico. But I
think we can improve our performance here.

Another place where we can help ourselves is in the presentation of
our technical work. In a word, simple is best. If the elected
officials and the public do not understand the technical work, 1t will
have no Impact on the decision. It Is our responsibility to present
our work in an Intelligeable way, and I think we will be surprised how
effective simple analytical tools can be when coupled with a solid
scientific methodology.

Finally, we will need to prioritize, both at the state and national
levels, the technical issues that we can address 1f we are to effec
tively use our dwindling financial resources.

Conclusion

We are entering an exciting period In which we have an opportunity to
play a key role In the development process of the nation's coast.

There is a quotation from the 1880's that I think is interesting during
this time when the Federal Government is returning the initiative to
the states.
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Independence

If you want to get rich, you son of a bitch,
I'll tell you what to do:

Never sit down with a tear or a frown,
And paddle your own canoe.

Anonymous (c. 1880. The expression "Paddle your own canoe" is
used by Captain Marryat In his Settlers
in Canada. 1840)

We are prepared to paddle our own canoe at the state level, and we
are confident of our ability to reach the other shore. But we hope
that the Administration will not repossess the canoe before we reach
the other side.

The issues that we face today are difficult, and the solutions which
are developed will have an Influence on the development of the nation's
coast 1n the future. If we are not successful 1n solidifying our
financial base or we are unable to play our role as a moderating force
between the two competing sides, or our technical programs are weak,
we will be sorely disappointed In the results. But If we are successful
1n these three areas, I think the benefits to the nation will be great.
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CONGRESS AND THE COAST IN THE 80s

Jeffrey Zinn

Throughout this Conference, many comments have been made about
the key role of Congress In coastal Issues. I will give you my
views of what coastal issues will receive Congressional attention
In the next few years. These Issues will receive attention as a
result of pressures for Congressional action from a number of
sources. The composite of political strength and goals of each
such source, combined with National policy goals, will ultimately
create the Congressional agenda of the 80s. Hy list of variables
Influencing a choice of direction Is undoubtedly incomplete, and
the relative Importance of those variables is constantly changing.
Many of my predictions today may be inaccurate or unlikely events
before these Proceedings are published. If such changes do occur,
then this review, or preview, may provide a useful benchmark. The
rules of the federal program game are changing—professionals in
state and local coastal programs and private citizens see it
in the end product of reduced budgets leading to program changes
and we at Congress see It In balancing existing programs with new
budgetary processes and a more conservative fiscal policy. The
first section of this paper discusses several aspects of the changing
Congressional political context that contributes to the milieu In
which coastal Issues are being addressed. The second section con
tains predictions on how some more Important Issues may be treated
by Congress during the 80s.

1/ These remarks are my personal views and do not represent
any analyses prepared by the Service for the U.S. Congress, or
any policies of the Service.

Analyst, Environmental and Natural Resources Policy Division,
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress.
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Coastal Issues in Context

I now feel confident in saying that I have some good news and some
bad news. A month or two ago I was not that optimistic, but now
I think we see in forums like this conference, and also generally
In Congress, a new willingness to question Administration budget-
cutting proposals and to defend, selectively, certain programs
and policies. Even In this environment, coastal issues do have
problems getting a thorough hearing in Congress for at least five
reasons.

Coastal affairs are not a *gut" issue. Coastal affairs do not rank
high as an emotional or human issue. Coastal programs do not
directly affect a large number of constituents like, say, social
security and school lunch programs. Coastal programs have smaller
Impacts on the economic welfare of many constituents than many of
the social programs. Coastal questions have been debated in recent
sessions in terms of natural resource protection and improved poli
tical processes.

Host members of Congress find that coastal Issues won't contribute
to their political opportunities. Emotional interest attached to
coastal Issues is generally minimal nationally, moderate regionally,
and only high on a local scale and usually for a site-specific
issue. Emotional interest in coastal issues seems greatest when
there are adversaries like developers or industrialists and environ
mentalists. But these issues divide constituencies. It is often

more popular and politically less dangerous to address issues that
have the united backing of a constituency like ones that take on
"the system." The limited impact of coastal issues is reinforced
because reelection to national office, with the exception of a
few House districts, will not turn on resolution of coastal ques
tions .

This means that the task of raising coastal affairs to a level
of high Congressional concern and attention requires a strong and
continuous effort.

The nation does not have a coherent national coastal and

marine policy. Many new or enhanced coastal and marine programs
came out of the 70s, but no coherent national policy emerged.
Members of Congress, the Executive Branch, and the private sector
have repeatedly commented on the need for one. A comprehensive
policy would provide a baseline against which proposed policy
initiatives and budgetary changes could been measured. Although
most marine legislative activities in the 70s were single-purpose,
such a policy may have been close to emerging from at least two
sources during the past decade. First, NOAA Organic Act legislation
was Introduced during the 95th and 96th Congresses, but the bills
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did not pass either house in either session. II Second, the Depart
ment of Commerce released a broad ocean policy statement in 1978
that focused on program assignments to that Department. 3/ But
while the Department of Commerce Is perhaps the most Important
federal organization in coastal and marine policy, it is only one
of 10 departments, 8 independent agencies and 38 agencies or sub-
agencies with marine program responsibilities. 4/ The document
was widely-distributed, but no Congressional or executive actions
resulted.

When the composite of programs that would make up a national policy
are examined, they exhibit varying levels of coordination and varying
degrees of consistent and inconsistent goals. No single study or
analysis has reviewed all the major programs to determine just how in
consistent or duplicative they might be. For Congress, this evolved
program structure means that many committees get involved, and that
each gives Its members perspectives and goals to each issue. In fact,
coastal and marine programs are under the jurisdiction of 10 committees
and 36 subcommittees In the Senate and 12 committees and 39 subcom

mittees In the House. 5/

This means that coastal and marine affairs are treated in a fragmen
tary way in both Congress and the Executive Branch.

The increased Importance of the budget game and its new rules must
be considered. At least three budget actions that are happening,
or could happen, could affect support for coastal programs. First,
the importance of justifying the need for a program, to attain

2/ In the 95th Congress, Rep. Murphy introduced H.R. 9708 on
'September 20, 1977 and Senator Magnuson Introduced S. 2224 on
the same day. The House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Subcommittee on Oceanography held hearings on H.R. 9708 on April 17
and June 12, 1978. The House Committee on Science and Technology's
Subcommittee on Environment and the Atmosphere held hearings on
April 18 and June 22, 1978. The Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation held hearings on S. 2224 on April 6,
1978. Ho further action was taken on either bill.

In the 96th Congress, Representative Breaux introduced H.R. 5347
on September 20, 1979. The Administration circulated a N0AA draft
proposal. Ho further action was taken on the bill or the staff
proposal.

3/ U.S. Department of Commerce. 1978. D.S. Ocean Policy in the
1970s: Status and Issues. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
mixed pagination.

4/ Thomas R. Kltsos. 1981. "The Implementation of Ocean Legis
lation in the Eighties: A Legislative Perspective." Presented
at Future Directions in U.S. Marine Policies in the 1980s held

at Santa Barbara, June 4-6, 1981. unpublished, p. 14.

5/ Kltsos. Implementation of Ocean Legislation, p. 4.
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level funding, or even to maintain a viable program has become
critical this year. Program justification has become much more
than a perfunctory exercise, and even the completion of a seemingly
strong Justification does not guarantee that Congress and the Execu
tive will respond in a positive manner. Second, unobligated funds
are now prime candidates for rescission. Carryover of unspent
funds is less likely under the present austere budget climate. Third,
there Is some possibility of budget impoundments in the future if
the pressure for budget balancing continues to grow. I have heard
that the most recent NOAA budget levels for FY 83 and FY 84, proposed
by the executive branch, may be little more than S560M.

The new rules enacted in the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 that
created the reconciliation process are complex. I think it is safe
to say that no one understands them completely at this point. The
reconciliation process may change the relationship of political
power between the authorization and appropriations committees in
both houses.

This means that the budgetary process will be best used by those
who understand it most fully and that budgetary constraints will
place a premium on low-cost, innovative problem-solving approaches.

Change of the majority party In the Senate to Republican has led
to less action than might be anticipated. The Senate, at least
in the area of coastal issues, has been moving slowly so far. The
Senate has many new members, and It takes time for them to learn
the various legislative processes, and to set their agendas in that
context. In addition, with a new majority party, all committee
and subcommittee chairmen are new, and many of the committee and
subcommittee staff members are also new. These changes all extend
the Senate's learning curve for the legislative process, while
diminishing the pace at which actions get completed. Also coopera
tion between the Senate and House may have been reduced since they
are led by different parties.

This means the legislative process is slower than it has been in
the past, and that the Executive branch has been able to take ad
vantage of sometimes ineffectual Congressional organization during
the first nine months of 1981.

Congress is unlikely to focus on coastal policy questions in the
near future. The reasons for this are numerous. Most coastal
policy questions are small as measured by the constituency, the
federal budget amounts, nationally-expressed interest or concern,
and the affected bureaucracy. Direct attention is only likely in
response to a major problem such as a large oil spill or perhaps
massive fishery losses. Unfortunately, good news or no news will
not help create Congressional Interest. The proposed coastal block
grant bill Is certainly large enough to create Interest and there
may be some other aspects of OCS that could also attract It, but
other topics are not likely to do so.

On the other hand, the resolution of many other questions that
will receive Congressional attention will affect coastal matters.
Two examples are enactment of a provision to prohibit the sale
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of flood insurance in certain coastal areas, and regulatory reform.
Even though many of these changes will incrementally affect coastal
affairs, I believe it Is unlikely that there will be a coordinated
effort to recognize their impact on coastal affairs.

Congress will probably give considerable attention to symbolic
issues, such as the recent effort to disapprove the so-called
"directly affecting" regulations. Congress committed considerable
time and energy in this fight over a regulatory symbol of develop
ment and national Interest versus environmental protection and
states' rights, although the substance of the issue appears rela
tively Insignificant in the context of coastal affairs. These
types of Issues can detract time and energy from more central
issues.

This means that coastal affairs in the future will be treated in
response to events rather than as an area of legislative Initiative
and continue to be guided by relatively few voices in both houses
of Congress.

Topics under Scrutiny

With these five aspects of the changing political process as a back
drop, there are a number of topics that deserve extensive debate
by all parties concerned with coastal matters. Five that Congress
appears to be placing high on its agenda are reviewed below. Preceding
that discussion is a brief review of two questions. Answers to
both will influence Congressional consideration of coastal issues
in the 80s.

Will a coastal constituency that la strong enough to defend these
programs and their budgets become part of the political scene?
It Is unclear whether a constituency can ouster the necessary
strength to successfully defend coastal programs. During the first
reconciliation process in the spring of 1981 a constituency was
developing, but it was not particularly effective. The only coastal
budget area that mustered enough support to generate a strong
positive congressional response was the Sea Grant Program. Groups
defending appropriations for other topics, such as coastal zone
management, fisheries, and marine transportation were less effective.

A good index of the development of a coastal zone constituency will
be the strength of a lobbying force behind the coastal block grant
concept. Rep. Jones, Chairman of the House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee, has introduced a bill (H.R. 4597) that calls
for a block grant program by revenue sharing 5 percent, up to
$300M, of all OCS revenues, which are estimated to total $11B
to $14B next year. The bill has positive provisions for coastal
states, oil and gas companies, and drilling contractors. The future
of this concept and the legislative proposal is unclear at this
time, especially since it was jointly referred to the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee and House Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee.

Meetings like "Coastal Soclety-7" provide a good barometer for the
membership and strength of a coastal constituency. I have sensed
a lot of genuine enthusiasm for the block grant concept, but then
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most of us have a great deal to gain from the enactment of such
legislation. The true measure of the strength of the coastal con
stituency will come when It confronts those who lose if this
money is taken from the general treasury and dedicated to the
uses described in this bill, and the Administration, which will
oppose any block grant proposal concept that reduces revenues to
the general treasury.

What will happen to the nation's coastal resource management
capabilities in the 80s? Tom Kltsos, staff member of the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, summarized his views
in a paper he presented in June of 1981 at Santa Barbara,
saying: 6/

Federal regulations in general, and environmental
statutes in particular, will undergo strong attack in
the next few years. However, most will survive. With
some exceptions, regulations tend to assist the indus
tries they are Intended to regulate. Environmental
values, practically all national polls show, remain
strong and are becoming incorporated as one of the key
factors that must be taken into account in the develop
ment of any public policy. The Marine Mammal Protection
Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act, the Clean Air Act, the National Environmental
Policy Act, the Clean Water Act, the Ocean Dumping Act,
and other environmental laws will remain 'on the books'.
There will be strong attempts, some successful, to weaken
these laws but It is not expected that they will be eli
minated. On the other hand, some will have to be modified
to accommodate the stronger emphasis on production and
development.

The key concept, to me, is fragmentation; managing individual re
sources with different programs and different combinations of
federal, state, and local involvement. Without any further in
centives from the Federal Government, coordinated efforts, such
as those envisioned under the Coastal Zone Management Act, may
largely disappear in many states. Coordination among the various
line resource management agencies at the federal level has been
limited. The extent of this fragmentation will influence management
of the coastal zone as an area of Interacting coastal resources.
Scientists and technicians, including many members of The Coastal
Society, have developed compelling arguments for the benefits to
be derived from coordinated management over management by indivi
dual resource.

The swing of the pendulum away from strong accommodation for en
vironmentalist! to a new balance that is more accommodating to
development Is clear. One trend in the modification of laws "on
the books" Is that natural resources may have to be defended by
Identifying the values of the resource at a site, rather than
requiring proposed development to demonstrate a high social value
and a lack of alternative sites when the two value systems collide.

6/ Kltsos, Implementation of Ocean Legislation, p. 13.
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I am optimistic that the research advances made studying many
of the coastal resources over the past few years will help insure
that environmental Interests can be successfully balanced against
most unwise or unsound development proposals when decisions are
not made solely on a political basis.

The basic protagonists will remain the same; environmental protec
tion v. development. But the code words and dialogue will be diffe
rent because issues will be debated in terms of budgets and states'
rights questions. In this context, it will be difficult to focus
on national policy questions. Rather, the structure of the debate
will result In incremental issues, like the "directly affecting"
question, mentioned earlier. Evolution of broad, national policy
based on Incremental issue resolution may be neither desirable
nor necessary. Development of an effective constituency will be a
key In balancing past environmental gains against additional de
velopment and use pressures.

What topical coastal Issues will be debated during the next few
years? There are many to choose from, but I will briefly review
five; OCS, barrier Islands, port development, natural resources
in general, and Law of the Sea.

OCS will remain the biggest coastal Issue in the 1980s. There
are several reasons why I can feel confident in making this state
ment, including lingering environmental questions, consideration
of alternatives for a number of major proposals and the massive
scale of the federal money and private investment involved. OCS
Is the second largest source of general revenues, after private
and corporate taxes, and they are rising rapidly, as mentioned
earlier. Particular topics to watch for In any Congressional
debate in the next few years Include federal/state conflict, de
velopment In frontier areas, effects of technological Improvements
and effects of oil and gas price Increases on patterns of offshore
and related onshore activities.

The Congressional outlook is that there will not be any major new
Initiatives, with the exception of block grant and possible modi
fications to the lease process. Congress will respond to more
specific problems and issues through the oversight and, if ne
cessary, the legislative processes. The recent spirited debate
over the definition and Intent of Congress surrounding the term
"directly affecting" may be a typical example of the types of
questions Congress will examine.

Barrier Islands will be the biggest environmental issue early In
the decade. Four bills have already been Introduced this session
of Congress, and at least one additional bill is anticipated. One
enactment In this session, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981 (P.L. 97-35), will limit flood insurance for new construc
tion on selected barriers starting in October of 1983. The present
debate over pending legislative proposals has raised a number
of questions that require answers before additional proposals
are enacted. Scientific research and technical publications over
the past five years have helped answer some of them and provided
better focus for others. Examples of the questions still to be
debated Include:
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Which barrier areas should be protected—what are the criteria
for selection?

What actions will provide the desired level of protection?

Is it cheaper and feasible to buy out property owners after a
major storm event?

Should exposed beach areas be protected, as well as true islands?

Should undeveloped areas be treated differently from developed
areas?

Should the legislation Include barriers on all the nation's
coasts?

In coastal jurisdictions where the high value of exposed coast
al property makes up a large portion of the tax base, how adverse
ly will local tax bases be affected if large areas are made off
limits for future development?

The Congressional outlook is for legislative action at the end
of the 97th Congress or during the 98th Congress. Passage of the
provisions which prohibited the sale of federal flood insurance
have reduced the political pressure for passage of a more all-
encompassing bill. Barrier Islands do not appear to be a major
congressional Issue, although aspects such as federal payment in
support of development followed by the potential for additional
payments after disaster strikes Is a theme that both Republicans
and Democrats can rally around. A major storm event would capture
Congressional attention, increasing the likelihood of rapid
Congressional action.

Port Development, to deepen channels and accommodate larger vessels
serving international coal markets, is receiving considerable atten
tion in this session. Some bills deal with specific ports while
others are generic. All would accelerate the development process
by removing or reducing regulatory hurdles. One big Issue is which
port or ports should benefit. A second issue is should federal dollars
help pay for the dredging. A third potential Issue, one that has
received little attention so far, is the environmental ramifications
of development that will accompany channel deepening. Onshore develop
ment Is likely to be extensive and diverse along such a deepened
channel.

The Congressional outlook is for no enactment until the 98th Congress
at the earliest. Legislative proposals will receive considerable de
bate in this session because so many alternatives have been proposed,
and because the pressure is Increasing to improve our coal export
capability to meet growing world demand for coal. The major
legislative stumbling blocks appear to be fees and selecting
a location.

Natural resources In general will receive little attention during
the first half of this decade, but will rise again to some prominence
in the future. Relatively few new resource bills outside the barrier
island topic have been Introduced in this session. If the state
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coastal zone management structure begins to fall apart because
states terminate their programs, then there may be some federal
legislative activity on wetlands, beaches, and other "critical areas".
It is too early to ascertain what form these efforts might take,
or how they will attempt to balance environmental and coastal issues.

As a general statement, we can anticipate a return toward the incre
mental resource management approach that characterized the 50s and
early 60s.

Law of the Sea will be a major issue in the Senate, where it would
be submitted for ratification, if a) the treaty is signed, and b)
the U.S. is a signatory. In addition to the various issues you've
heard discussed before, such as the International regime for managing
the sea, deep seabed mining, and rights of passage, the treaty may
contain an additional provision of Interest to coastal states. If
the treaty is signed with the present provisions, coastal states
could ask for extension to a 12 mile territorial sea to be In con
formance. The overall value of marine, seabed and subsurface re
sources in the area between 3 miles (3 leagues) and 12 miles, es
pecially in the Gulf, would be the basis for a tremendous legal
battle between the Federal Government and the states.

The Congressional outlook is unclear until the Administration's
position is clarified and treaty negotiations are completed.

Many issues could be added. For example, I left out the block grant
proposal because it will take time to plant and nuture the seed
of that concept. Many people seem to have forgotten that those who
led the fight against revenue sharing during debate on the OCS amend
ments in the late 70s now support it through this proposal.

Concluding Thoughts

I hope events during the 80s will reflect the recent growth In my
optimism. This optimism is relative, however. Two topics I have
not addressed, but which desperately need attention in this time
of change are, "how much are we mortgaging the future through today's
cut-backs?"; and "who Is looking at the total Impact of these actions?"
These broader questions that look further Into the future should
be examined every time a major change in national policy direction
Is made. In creating a desirable policy direction, we may be creating
the potential for severe future technological constraints if we do
not also give some of these broader questions our attention. We
are dipping into many areas of basic science and technology. In
struments and satellite programs are two examples of basic technology
areas where a lack of Investment today will have adverse ramifica
tions in the future. The Importance of this work Is reinforced when
so much of it has direct or indirect ramifications for national
security programs.
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KEEPING COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ALIVE:
SOME NEEDED INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Jens Sorensen

Anyone who has actively been involved In coastal zone management ("CZM")
for a month or more certainly recognizes the Inherent dilemma of trying
to draft and Implement a program that is both comprehensive 1n scope and
deals effectively with the specific Issue areas such as; waterfront
development, public access, affordable coastal housing, and energy
facility siting. I don't doubt that coastal managers everywhere harken to
Bob Knecht's dictum that:

"The comprehensiveness of CZM must be maintained 1f it Is to
survive and prosper over the long term. CZM must be seen as being
capable of dealing with the full range of coastal Issues.
Comprehensiveness Is its unique aspect." 1

There are however two Inherent problems with a comprehensive approach
if the the field 1s very broad 1n scope - such as Is the case with
coastal zone management. Attempting to be comprehensive in a broad
scope field usually forces the program to spread Its limited resources
thinly across the wide array of issues. In turn, the thin coverage
often does little to resolve specific Issues and frequently undercuts
the program by generating counter productive results - such as false
starts. Ill-conceived ideas, 111-infonned decisions, half-baked
solutions, and failure to follow through on commitments. Unfortunately,
all state CZM programs appear to have learned the problems of compre
hensiveness the hard way. There are numerous examples of state
programs that have either voluntarily or Involuntarily cut back 1n
the breadth of comprehensiveness. The long and convoluted history
of California's coastal program provides a text book example. 2

Jens Sorensen and Associates, San Diego, CA.
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The motto among state programs these days - particularly with scaled
down budgets - Is: "Let's try to do fewer things well than many things
poorly".

Despite my pessimistic observations on comprehensiveness, I still believe
the basic objective of CZM 1s to Integrate single purpose planning.
Comprehensive planning should work 1f a number of basic conditions
can be met. One basic condition for the survival of CZM is the
creation or continued operation of vehicles for exchanging information
on discrete coastal management topics. This conclusion is based on
at least six findings.

1. Generally, Information needs Increase both in total amount and rigor
as programs move into the Initial stages of implementation. There are
three evident reasons for this phenomenon: programs at the early
Implementation stage have gone through the education and experience
required to ask the "right questions". Also, the questions that are
easy to answer have already been dealt with. The hard ones remain.
Since program implementation almost invariably means changing the
status quo and goring a number of oxen, such as down zoning property,
information Is needed both in the political and judicial arena to
support and to defend the policies that are drawing the blood.J

The irony of this point is that as Information needs are increasing,
the federal dollars to support such activities are decreasing. A
second aspect to this Irony is that the states' experiences with
previous Information collection and analyses have now given program
managers the knowledge to focus on and acquire the information In
a much more cost effective manner. This certainly was not the case
1n the early days of CZM when considerable time and money was spent on
111-concelved Inventories and analyses that proved to be of marginal
or no utility.*

2. Political science and Information science research has conclusively
shown that information collection, analysis, and exchange are most
efficiently and effectively conducted as a centralized process at
a level of government at least one step higher than the focus of
the program. s In the context of CZM, since the states are the
focal point of the program, information exchange should be centralized
at the national or Federal level. Therefore, If the budget for the
national coastal zone management program 1s cut down to a "keeping
the doors open" level, acting as an information exchange broker
should be one of the top priority roles of the Office of Coastal Zone
Management ("OCZM") or Its successor. Furthermore, if OCZM or Its
successor 1s operating with a "keeping the doors open" budget there
probably will not be sufficient funds to give the remaining federal
staffers the grant giving clout needed to bargain with other
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institutions - particularly state and federal agencies. The carrot
of federal grants will be a sweet memory. OCZM's other carrot, the
consistency clause, can be handled by the states - If they choose to
do battle with Federal agencies. OCZM or Its successor - if It has
a modest budget - should take consolation and advice from the maxim
that Information 1s power. Information transfer between state coastal
programs on coastal topics is one of the services that OCZM should be
able to provide better than other Federal agencies for the following
reasons:

. It awards all coastal management and coastal energy
impact program grants to the states and In doing so
reviews proposed projects from a central office;

. It conducts annual program evaluations of all approved
coastal programs from a central office and in the process
reviews the results of grant awards;

. It has access to headquarters offices of other Federal
agencies whose grants and projects affect the coastal
zone.

Despite Its advantageous position, OCZM 1s not presently equipped
to provide easy access and transfer of this Information. This
incapacity largely stems from two factors; (1) insufficient
commitment of staff and resources to provide information transfer
and (2) lack of an automatic data system to store and retrieve
the Information. Informal surveys of state coastal program
managers and technical assistance staff reveal that the greatest
need for technical assistance from OCZM is to learn of the
nature, scope and results of coastal management activities under
taken by other coastal states. °

By acting as information brokers and keeping on top of the myriad of
activities that constitute the comprehensive field of coastal zone
management, OCZM could play a central and wel1-respected role in the
coastal governance arena. Of course, many of the players in the
coastal governance arena will not regard an agency that 1s mainly
an Information broker as highly as an agency that has substantial
regulatory and funding clout.

As previously discussed, one of the inherent problems of coastal
zone management is that It spans so many topics and disciplinary
fields. To reiterate, an Information brokerage system Is needed
at the federal level to keep coastal zone management operating as
a comprehensive process. I agree with Knecht that the comprehensive
perspective is the heart of coastal zone management. The question
then is how to keep this heart beating during days and perhaps years
of potentially mortal budget cuts.

3. It is clear that for at least the next three years there will be
far less funds available to support the collection of new information
and applied research. Therefore, It Is most Important now to use
what scarce resources that will be available for these two purposes
in the most effective way and efficient manner possible. CZM
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information exchange networks, such as proposed by this paper, would
be designed to achieve this goal. The broad and complex field of CZM
makes a certain amount of duplication and uncoordlnation Inevitable.
However, these usually counterproductive expressions of a broad and
complex field can be reduced by the operation of well functioning
information exchange networks. The evident objective of these networks
Is to make CZM actors aware of past and ongoing work In order to
have the opportunity, when possible, to build on and enhance past or
present activities. Of course, this process of tracking and building
on existing work also serves to identify gaps 1n Information collection
and applied research. This side benefit of identifying gaps enables
those Involved in the disciplinary and topic areas constituting CZM
to Identify and set priorities for Information collection and applied
research. Another side benefit of developing and communicating
with Information networks is the building and maintenance of CZM
constituencies.

4. Rapid advances are continually being made in the technology and process
of Information science. These advances are constantly making Information
exchange a more cost effective exercise. The development of more
sophisticated and more Inexpensive to operate data banks, directories
and literature collections are the most evident continual advances.
Improvement in computer hardware and soft-ware will keep advancing
the state of the art. The next generation of this paper will discuss
some of the present and potential computerized means for Interconnecting
CZM information collections and CZM directories.

5. Coastal zone management (or coastal resources management in developing
nations) has now become a worldwide activity. Articles in the Coastal
Zone Management Journal ("CZMJ") have provided descriptions of CzH
programs in Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, United Kingdom,
Sweden, Netherlands and France. In addition, CZMJ will soon be
publishing three Issues on the theme of CZM programs 1n other coastal
nations. As further evidence of the growing Interest 1n CZM overseas,
U.S. Agency for International Development has funded the National Academy
of Sciences to conduct a conference on "Coastal Resource Management
Assistance for Developing Countries." The conference Is scheduled to
be held this summer In Jamaica. This International activity and
Interest In CZM gives further impetus for the establishment of
Information networks that can handle the growing number of Inquiries
from coastal nations. Obviously, Information exchange will be a
two-way street between the U.S. and those developed nations that
have had 1n place various forms of CZM programs for a number of years.
Many of these nations have developed creative and innovative approaches
to resolving CZM issues that could be applied to our national and state
programs.

6. One of the accomplishments of federal and state CZM efforts Is the
establishment of Information networks on specific topics such as
waterfront development, barrier Islands, streamlining permit letting,
mapping and remote sensing, and program evaluation. In addition other
networks have been created on their own initiative on such topics as
coastal erosion (the American Shore and Beach Preservation Association)
and wetlands (the National Wetlands Technical Information Coalition).
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There are also information exchange networks for geographic areas at
the regional or state level such as the Pacific Northwest Marine
Compendium, the Narragansett Bay Bibliography System, and the
California Resources Information System.

Recommendations:

1. A Topical Framework

Given the breadth and depth of topics that define CZM 1t appears
impossible for any one unit in the Federal Government to establish
an Information network that covers the entire field. At the very
least what Is needed Is an agency such as OCZM to act as a single
point of contact for providing reference to information exchange
networks that have developed for specific topics and geographic
areas. In other words, comprehensiveness can be achieved by OCZM
(or Its successor) at the federal level systematically tracking
and maintaining regular communication with the Information networks
that develop on each CZM topic and geographically defined coastal
Information centers.

Twenty three topics that constitute the scope of CZM are Identified.
The definitions of discrete topics 1s based on a number of con
siderations:

. Review of CZM literature

. Scanning the panel topics at national, regional and
state CZM conferences.

. Reviewing the titles of articles 1n the Coastal
Zone Management Journal.

. Formation of an organization whose major Interest
is the topic.

. Academic and research disciplines.

The twenty-three topics are:

. estuaries and wetlands

. marine sanctuaries

. fisheries

. marine mammals

. coastal birds and wildlife

. Inshore processes (erosion, deposition, sedimentation)

. flood plain management

. hurricanes

. barrier Islands
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. recreation, access, esthetics

. ocean or estuary discharge and dumping

. ports, harbors, and shipping

. waterfront development

. outer continental shelf oil, gas and minerals

. energy facility siting and operation

. ocean and coastal law

. regulation, permit letting, acquisition, and enforcement

. program monitoring and evaluation

. Impact and technology assessment

. public participation
. marine and coastal education
. mapping and remote sensing
. Information management

Evidently, there could be more or less than the twenty-three topic
areas that constitute the field of coastal management. For example
flood plain management and Inshore processes could be combined Into
a coastal hazards topic heading or It could be argued that ocean or
estuary discharge and dumping should be divided Into two topics.
It should be also noted there Is no particular significance in the
ordering of the list. The listing of topics is Intended to be a
starting point In the dialogue of how to structure a framework for
an efficient CZM Information exchange system.

2. A directory of organizations

Assuming concensus can be reached on a topical framework for CZM,
the first activity should be to compile a directory of organizations
with an expressed Interest In one or more of the topics. The
directory should be structured according to CZM topic headings.
Preliminary work done to date on compiling such a directory Indicates
that there 1s at least one organization associated with each of the
twenty-three topics previously listed. For most of the twenty-three
topics, 5 or 6 organizations have been readily Identified.

To be of maximum utility the directory should provide a profile on
each of the organizations listed. Such a profile would assist users
in both determining which organizations are the most appropriate to
contact and posing Intial questions or requests. Based on previous
public participation work, ' the profile on each organization should
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cover at least the following aspects;

. stated organizational goals or objectives

. membership size

. membership composition (e.g. types of institutions,career,
affiliations, geographic locations)

. annual budget and budget spent on information exchange
activities

. information exchange activities (e.g. publish newsletters,
sponsor conferences or workshops, lobbying, prepare various
types of analyses or reports)

The survey work done to date on compiling such a directory indicates
that most of the organizations have an industry or public interest
orientation and are not primarily in existence to exchange Information
In an impartial manner. This was not a surprising finding. National
reviews of interest groups reveal that most of these types of
organizations form primarily for trade, business and other self-
aggrandizing reasons. °

One of the evident benefits of compiling a directory should be a
comparative assessment of the relative strengths and weaknesses of
information exchange networks that have formed for each CZM topic.
A number of CZM topics have well developed Information exchange
networks that Interconnect organizations. Other topics will have
comparatively weak networks. Waterfront development 1s an example
of the former situation. Recently the Waterfront Center was formed
to provide technical assistance, education and research services
with the broad goal of promoting waterfront enhancement. The
Center just published the first edition of Its newsletter. "Waterfront
World".

A comparative assessment of information will raise questions. Should
scarce resources be used to strengthen and create networks? Should higher
priority be given to creating or strengthening weak networks than
assisting well-functioning networks?

A reasonably clear snap-shot of the "coastal constituency", that much
talked about but never fully seen phenomena, should also be provided
by a directory. It 1s somewhat amazing that all the rhetoric about
identifying and forming a coastal constituency has not prompted
compiling a systematic directory of organizations with a coastal
related interest. It appears coast constltutency is something like
Mark Twain's assessment of the weather.

Given the number, variety and different values of the organizations with
a coastal Interest; one united coastal constituency will never form.
Alliances of different organizations within the coastal constituency
will form and dissolve depending on the Issues of the time. At least 1t
would be good to know on a periodic basis what generally comprises the
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coastal constituency for this somewhat amorphous mass serves as the
basis for the dynamics of alliance-making and thereby determines the
evolution of CZM.

3. OCZM's role as an information broker

OCZM currently provides at least three Information exchange activities
(periodic newsletters, ad-hoc response to information requests and
periodic notices of activities for CZM topics such as waterfront
development.) Three additional mechanisms should be established within
OCZM for it to serve both effectively and efficiently as the central
Information broker for CZM 1n the United States.

An automated data retrieval system for all projects conducted under grants
and loans Issued pursuant to the CZMA should be set up. From 1974 until
the present, OCZM has awarded approximately the following number of
grants under Sections 305, 306, and 308 of the Act:

. Section 305 169

. Section 306 85

. Section 308 500

Individual 305 and 306 grants contain up to approximately 60 discrete
projects. Such a large volume of projects conducted by the states on
an annual basis makes 1t virtually Imposssible to know or to remember
all such projects without a computerized Information system. A computerized
system will give OCZM the ability to quickly determine the names, locations
and scope of projects and the amounts of money spent on a certain type of
coastal project (wetlands protection, fisheries, etc.) without the time-
consuming, laborious, and often inaccurate manual searches that must now
be conducted to collect this Information.

A second program OCZM should consider 1s a periodic analysis of 312 evaluation
findings of all states to determine problems and difficulties common to
effective implementation of state programs. This analysis should be followed
up with suggested remedies and information transfer based on successful
approaches to similar coastal resource management Issues in other states.
A comprehensive periodic review of all 312 program evaluations would
provide OCZM with a report on the common problems of administering state
coastal management programs. This would provide the basis for analyzing
common problems, suggesting remedial approaches to solve them and providing
this Information to the states.

The third program OCZM should consider 1s a structured liaison with the
other Federal agencies. While states have their own relationship with
Federal agencies, OCZM has access to headquarters offices of those agencies.
Regular contact would help to provide states with Information on the
availability of grant programs and on projects conducted by those
agencies In other states. It is realized, however, that the extent other
Federal agencies will want to have regular meetings with OCZM and develop
cooperative arrangements depends on the office having clout. If budget
cuts result in a "keeplng-the doors open" operation or the major
provisions of CZMA are gutted, Federal agencies would be expected to have
neither the time nor the Interest to meet with OCZM.
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Conclusion

The recommendations recognize CZM's bleak fiscal and political realities in
the United States for at least the next three years. The new or expanded
activities proposed either will not require any significant funding (such
as the compilation and updating of a directory) or will require a
comparatively small reallocation of existing resources.

At the national level, three alternative scenarios for CZM In fiscal
years 1983 and 1984 are apparent. The Office of Coastal Zone Management
could continue with a scaled down budget to operate the basic components
of the program (grants for the implementation of state grants, evaluating
of state programs, consistency determination and information exchange).
A bare bones budget is the second scenario. If OCZM has just sufficient
funds to keep the doors open, the top priority of the program should be
information exchange. This appears to be the most cost-effective means
of keeping the national CZM objectives alive over the next two to three
years.

The third scenario is the elmination of OCZM and no budget for the Imple
mentation of CZMA appropriated to a successor agency. In this, the most
dire situation, many of the information exchange networks will still
continue while others will dissolve without the Infusion of CZM funds and
the commitment to Implement the objectives of CZMA. There will no longer be
a central point in the Federal government to act as information broker.
The third scenario then suggests that non-governmental or quasi- governmental
institutions such as the Coastal Society, the Coastal States Organization,
the Oceanic Society or the National Advisory Committee on the Oceans and
the Atmosphere take on the task of maintaining continual contact with the
CZM information networks that do survive. The modest funding required to
accomplish this task could be raised 1n part, or perhaps In total, by
membership and user fees (particular to the extent that there 1s private
sector Involvement 1n the Information exchange). The next edition of this
paper will estimate the funding required to operate an information
brokerage system capable of maintaining conlnual Interaction among the
CZM Information networks that are likely to remain In the third scenario.
The next edition will also explore funding and Institutional arrangements
for such a system.
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